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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [ 1 ] employing F. Gotze’s ideas (see [Z]) V. V. Yurinskii obtained the 
following result. 
Let X1, X2, . . . be independent random variables with the same dis- 
tribution P on a separable Hilbert space H. Assume that EX, =O, 
fl= E IX, 1 3 < co. Denote by V the covariance operator of e- ‘X, , where 
cr2 = E IX, I’, and let Y be a (0, V) Gaussian H-valued random variable. 
Put Sn=n-112a-1 C;X,. Then for all UEH, r20, 
d.(a,r)=)P(IS,-al<r)-P(JY-al<r)( 
~c(V)Ba-3(1+lal3)n-“*, (1) 
where c( V) depends only on the eigenvalues a: 2 a: 2 . . . of I’. 
From V. V. Yurinskii’s proof it follows that c(V) in (1) depends on no 
more than the first 13 eigenvalues of V. Later S. V. Nagaev proved (see 
[3]) that c(V) may be taken to be c((n: o~)-~/’ i- (o,o,a:)-l), where c is 
an absolute constant (see also [4, 5-J). 
On the other hand, from [6,7] one can deduce that for any c,, > 0 and 
any 1 ati> 1.. 2 ~2 there exist a E H, Ial > c0 and a probability dis- 
tribution P on H such that if X,, X2, . . . are independent random variables 
with distribution P, then they satisfy the above-mentioned conditions, 
0; = 7:, i=m and 
lim infn1’2 sup d,(a, r) 2 c fI a;’ PO-’ la13, 
“-ori r ( > 1 
where c is an absolute constant. This implies that, in general, it is 
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impossible to construct an estimate of type (1) with c( V) depending on less 
than the first six eigenvalues of V. 
In this paper an asymptotically precise estimate of type (1) with c( V) 
depending on the first six eigenvalues of V will be obtained. Our proof uses 
F. Gotze’s approach (see [2]) to the estimation of the characteristic 
function of Ix; Xii2 as well as some ideas due to V. V. Yurinskii (see 
the proof of his Theorem 1, p. 82 in (IS]). Note that in the special case 
when, in certain basis the first six coordinates of X, are independent 
of the others, an estimate with c( I’) depending only on the first six 
eigenvalues of V was also constructed by V. V. Senatov [S]. Before 
V. V. Senatov in an even more special case (when all coordinates of X, are 
independent), the first steps in this direction were made by S. V. Nagaev 
and V. I. Chebotarev [9]. 
In what follows xA denotes the indicator function of a set A, i.e., 
x~(x) = 1 or 0 according to x E A or x $ A; B,(a) is the open ball of radius r 
with center at a, B,=B,(O); if P is a measure then P” is the n-fold 
convolution of P with itself. 
2. THE MAIN RESULT 
THEOREM. There exist an absolute constant c such that in the notation 
introduced in (1) for any a E H, r 3 0, integer n > 1, and 6: 0 < 6 < 4 
A,(a, r)~c(8)(063pa-3n-1’2)‘+6 
+ c fi 0;’ &3(1 + Ial’) .-i/2. 
( > 1 
Comparing this with V. V. Senatov’s example (2) we see that (3) is an 
asymptotically precise estimate. 
In what follows we will assume for simplicity that d = 1. The general case 
is reduced to this one if we replace Xj by U- ‘Xi, j > 1. 
Proof The theorem follows from Lemmas 1,6, and 12 proved below if 
condition (9) is satisfied. When condition (9) is violated the theorem is 
obvious. 
3. AUXILIARY LEMMAS 
LEMMA 1. Let Xi, j= 1, 2, . . . . S, be the same as in the theorem and let xj 
be the indicator function on { IX,1 <n’12), Sk = n-l’* C; Xix,. Then for any 
Bore1 set A c H, 
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Proof. We have (cf. (39) in [8, p. 95]), 
- 
A, < IP(S,EJ, IX,1 <n’j2, j= 1, n) 
-P(S:,EA, [X,1 <n1’2, - j= 1, n)l +i P(lX,l >n’12) 
=nP(IX,I bn”*)<pn-l’*. 
Let P be the distribution of X,. Fix n and define 
P,(A) = P(A n B&Z) + P(B&2) QO), 
P,(A) = Pt.4 n BR)IP(BR), 
assuming that P(B,) > 0 (below R will be specified, but in Lemma 2 R is 
any number satisfying (5)). 
Denote V, the covariance operator of Pk and let C-J:, 2 oi2 > 
eigenvalues, k = 1,2. 
LEMMA 2. We have 
a:,<a;, Osi < p”f 2 
where p = l/P(B,). Moreover, if 
i = 1, 2, . ..) 
then 
and for n112 3 R, 
be its 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
Proof. Inequalities for CT& are proved in Lemma 8 in [5]. As to atj we 
have similarly to (9) in [S], 
(‘1 yy J’) = (‘j’, J’) - j,.r, z.,,z (XT 1’1’ P(dx) - ( j,x, ~,,,2 (x, y) P(dx))* 
2 (VY, )- Cl+ 4) j,x, ~.,,2 (4 A2 P(dxh 
where q = P(B;,,~). Now the same reasoning as in the proof of Lemma g in 
[S] gives (4) for a:, and (7). 
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Put now 
s= 3pa,*, R = (fin)‘13, (8) 
and observe that if 
@L3n ~ 112 < 3 - 30 (9) 
then s Q R <.I’* and hence P(IX, ( 2 R) 4 4, since we always have 
P( IX, 1 B S) < 4. Thus if (9) is satisfied then since P, > P,/2, P, B P;/2, 
where P;(A) = P(A n B,)/P(B,) (cf. [S, p. 89]), we have 
p, = (p, + p, l/2, P, = (Pi + P>)/2, (10) 
PJ, Pi being some probability measures. 
In what follovvs, S, R will be always defined by (8) and condition (9) will 
be assumed to be satisfied (if not, the theorem is obviously true). Thus (5) 
is also fulfilled. 
Let P4 be the probability measure corresponding to the H-valued 
random variable Z’= 52” + Y’ + EZ; where 5 is a bounded real random 
variable such that Et = 0, Et* = &, Et3 = 1 (see 18, p. 84]), Z” = Z - EZ, Z 
is distributed according to P,, Y’ has Gaussian distribution with 
parameters (0, V2/2), and 5, Z, Y’ are independent. Note that Z’ has mean 
EZ, covariance operator V2, and for any h, , h,, h, E H, 
E(Z’> h,)(Z’, h,)(Z’, h3) = W, h,K h&Z h,) 
(cf. [8, p. 851); i.e., Z and Z’ have the same first, second, and third 
moments. Finally, put P, = (P, + P3)/2. 
LEMMA 3. Let XJk), j= 1,2, . . . be independent H-valued random variables 
with distribution Pk, k = 1,. For any p > 0, n, : 1 < n, < n, 
E In-“2 2 X(“)l”<c(p), k=l,. (11) 
j=l 
Moreover, if Z is a Gaussian H-valued random variable then 
E IZIp < c(p)(E JZJ2)p’2. 
Proof: For p > 2, we have 
(12) 
+(n,EIX~k)12)p’2+n,EJX\k)Jp) (13) 
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- 
(see, e.g., [lo]). Obviously IXjk)l <n”* a.s., E IX:k)12 d 2 for k = 1, 3, so 
that 
E IX’,k)(p <2nPi2p’, k=1,3,@2. (14) 
Furthermore, 
IEXj”I = I xP(dx) 6 n-l’*, 
1x1 3d/2 
IEXj*‘I = P(B,)-’ I xP( dx) < 2j?R -* < n ~ I’*, 
IX > R 
and, by (lo), 
so that 
IEX!3)l <21EX!‘)I + IEX!*)I <3n-‘I*, 
J J J 
) ESk) I < 3n - “*, 
J 
k=l,. (15) 
Inequalities (13 )-( 15) imply ( 11) for k = m, p > 2. Inequality ( 12) when 
2 has mean zero is proved, e.g., in [8, pp. 85-863. The general case follows 
easily. 
Now represent Xj4) as 
X!4’ = (.(X!*) - ,332’) + y. + Ex!*’ I J J J I J ’ (16) 
where 5. E2), Yj are independent and tj, Y, are distributed as 5, Y’ (see 
the de&tioJn of p4 above). We have 
Using, as before, the inequality from [lo] and observing that C;, are 
bounded by an absolute constant and tj are independent of Xj2), we obtain 
E In-‘j2 C;* &jj Xy)lP < c(p). 
Now since n-1’2 C;’ Yj is (0, (n,/2n) V,) Gaussian, by (12), 
Finally, as we observed above, n ‘/*IEX!*)I < 1. Hence (11) is true for k=4, J 
p 3 2. 
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- 
If O,< PC 2, k= 1,4 the lemma follows now from the well-known 
moment inequalities. 
Denoting p,J .) = P,(n”‘. ) an d using (11) with k = 3,4 we have 
=2-Y 2 nl ( >r JXIP Pi * p;1-‘(dx) i=O i 
<c(p)2-“’ f n. 
( ), i=O ’ 
(JxIP+ IyIP) Pi(dx) p;1-‘(dy) 
G c(p). 
The lemma is proved. 
Remark. For future use note that while proving (11) with k = 4, we also 
proved that 
E n-1/2’&tj(Xj2)-EX;2))+EXj2)) ‘<c(p). 
1 
LEMMA 4. Let Zj, j= 1, 2, . . . . be H-valued independent random variables 
with the same distribution Q such that Q = (Q, + Q2)/2, where Q,, Q2 are 
probability measures, Q,(BL) = 1 for some L > 0, and the covariance 
operator V’ of Q, has trace tr V’<2. Let Yj, j= 1,2, . . . . be independent 
(0, V) Gaussian random variables and let Z, be an H-valued random variable 
independent of Yj, Zj, j= 1, 2, . . . . Finally let I, m, n,, n be positive integers 
satysfying I < m, I + m < n, b, < n. Put 
I-km 
lJ,=n-‘12 C Zj, U2=np’/2fyj. 
1 1 
Then for any A > 0, even k 2 0, integer k’ 2 0, k, > 0, q = mk’, and any t, 
xjc H, j=m, ifI< L2 or if,> L* and 
ItI d c(A) L-‘n(l ln(L-21))-“2 
I= Eexp{it IU, + Z, I”} JU,l“ fi (xq, U,)‘q 
q=l 
<KC, fi IxqJkq (exp( -C21) + ?‘(L2/I)A + h”‘(F”t: lm/n’, v’)), (17) 
q=l 
where 
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k = k + xi’ k,, Cj are functions of k; C’, E” are functions of A and f, 
t, = min{ (tl, L-‘n(m In (m/I,2)))112}, 
h(s, Vi)= fi (1+2s(cg-"2, 
j= 1 
and (o;)* B (a;)’ 2 ‘..are eigenvalues of V’. 
Moreover, for any t, 
Eexp{it IU2+Z012} IU21k fi (xq, U2)kq 
q=l 
<C, fi (Vx,, xy)kq’2 h1”(T4t2n+*, V). (18) 
q=l 
We omit the proof of this lemma since it is basically the same as the 
proof of Lemma 11 in [S] which it is a generalisation of. 
LEMMA 5. Let Xjk’ be the same as in Lemma 3. Then for any b E H, 
n’ <n, 0 < 6 < l/9, 
A’= p I (1 n-‘/*$X(*,-b , , (<r)-P(lnd1/*$Xj4)-bl<r)l 
where a = n’ln, 
s,(b) = (/?4’3 + np’/3E(X\2), b)4)3’4. 
Proof: From the structure of .I’j4) (see (16)) it follows that n-l’* C;’ Xy) 
can be represented as a sum of two independent H-valued random 
variables 2, and Y,, where Y1 is (0, (a/2) V,) Gaussian. Hence, since (9) 
implies (5), by (28) (see below) and Lemma 2, the density function of 
1 Y, + 2, - bJ* which is equal to lp(b - v, r) P,,(dv), where P(b - v, r) is 
the density function of 1 Y, + v - bl*, is not greater then ca-‘cr;’ o; l. 
Applying Esseen’s inequality (see, e.g., [ 11, Theorem 2, Section 1, 
Chap. V]), we have 
A’<c g,,(t) It(-‘dt+a-‘a;‘a;‘T-’ 
> 
, (19) 
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where 
&z(t) = If*,(t) -f4n(t)l? 
, 
Choose 
T= c(3/2) CI-‘/~(S-~~‘/~)~~~~ (ln(a(s-2n)8’9))-1’2, s= 3po,2, 
where c( 3/2) is from Lemma 4. Also put 
T, = (n/~f(b))“~, T2.= c(3/2)(ns-2/ln(ns-2))‘/2. 
First we estimate I, = 1 T2G111GTg,(t) Itl-‘dt. Obviously, 
I, 6 I ~*~,r,<7(If2n(t)l+If4n(~)l)Ifl-‘~~=z~~+z~2~ (20) 
Using the representation n - ‘I2 1;’ Xj4) = Y, + Z, (see above), Lemma 1 in 
18, p. 821 and Lemma 2 we have 
If4n(~)l=IEexp{i~IY~+Z,-~12}I 
< fi (1 + tVo;j) - 1’4 
<; (1 + (4/9) t2C120;)-1’4 
<i (1+ (4/9) tVa;)-“4(1+ (4/9) t%%;)-“*. (21) 
It follows, since a~2(a,02a~/2)-’ 6 nf a,:’ + ac3, that if 0 < 6 < l/9, 
Z,,<~a-~‘~(a,a,a;‘~)-’ T,-5’4 
< cu -5/4p~g2(qg2(Ty-1 n-‘/2(s2n-‘)‘/8 (ln(s~2n))‘l” 
<u-5/4 c(6)a, P 3-26 l+6n-(l+a)/2 +c(++n-~~2). (22) 
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To estimate Z1 I we apply Lemma 4 with Q = P,, Q, = P; (see (lo), L = S, 
A = 1, k = 0, I - n’(s2/n)“9, m = n’ - 1. We obtain 
L 
Ifi,( <c(ap3’2(s2n-‘)4/3+ n (1 +ca*T$(.~*n~‘)‘/~ u!)-“~) (23) 
i=l 
forall T,<Itl<T. Henceif6:0<6<1/9 
I,, < c(ap3’*s2np + a-5/4(a102a:/2)-1 T;5/4(s2n-1)-5/72) In T 
d ca -3/2(s2n-1 +/h~g*(a,a~c~~~~)~’ n-1’2 (s2n-1)s’2) In T 
< a - 312 c(d)a, B 
3-26 l+an- ~‘+~)l’+c(~u;‘)8n-‘/*). (24) 
Next we estimate I2 = j T, G ,,, Q r2 g,(t) ItI -’ dt assuming that T, d T,. We 
have I, = Zzl + Z2*, where (see (21)) 
I,2=1<,,,<,1~4~(t)l Itl-‘dr 
I. . 
(1 + (4/9) t2a20f)-1’4 dt 
(25) 
and by Lemma 4, with the same parameters as in (23) except that now 
I-n’/2, m=n’-I, 
~21=~~,~/,,<~~1~2n(l)lIfl~‘df 
s2n-‘)3’2 + fi (1 + ct2a2a,4)-“4) dt 
(26) 
Finally, estimate Z3 = f ,,, G T’ g,(t) It/ - ’ dt, where T’ = min( T, , T2). 
Denote P2 (resp. P,) the distribution of X’,*) n-l/* (resp. Xi4) n-l/*). We 
have 
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I, < I I4 c T’ (t/-l Iexp{itIx-b12](P;‘-P$)(dx) dt 
n’- 1 
cc ,=oCt,<T, ItI-’ /jJkWx+~-4’1 
x ji; * ply-m-1 (dx)(P, - P,)(dy)l dt = “i’ I,,. 
I m=O 
Note that P, and P, have the same moments of the first three orders. Thus 
expanding f(n) = exp{ it Ix + ,IJJ - bl’} by Taylor’s formula we may write 
If1 d T' 
It/-’ ~‘~j.f~4~(~)P~~~‘-m-1(dx)(~2-~4)(dy)(l-l)3d~ dt, 
0 
where 
f’“‘(A) =f(J.)((2it)” (x + Ly - b, y)4 
+ 6(2it)3 (x + Iy - b, y)2 lyI* + 3(2it)* lyl”). 
To estimate the inner integral of the type 
I= [f(A)(x, y)& Py * e’-‘+ ‘(dx) 
= exp{itIx,+x2+~~-bl2}(x,+x,,y)kP~(dx,)~’~m-1(dx2), 
ss 
we may apply Lemma 4 as above, assuming without loss of generality that 
n’ is large enough, say n’> 5. Namely if m > (n’- 1)/2 we use (17) with 
A=3/2, l-m/2, m-m/2, and if n’-m-l>(n’-1)/2 we use (18). Also 
applying Lemma 3 we thus obtain for all 1 t 1 < T,, 
14 G c(k) IYT 8 -3/2(s2n--)3/2+ f-j (1 +~t~~‘q;)-~‘~ 
j=l > 
Observing that for k>4, 
and, by (12), 
5 lylk Pz(dy)<n-‘E IX(1*)14 
s Iylk~4(dy)~c(k)n-ZE(X12’(4 2 
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we find 
13m<cnp2 
j 
(ItI3 + Itl)(a-3’2(s2/n)3’2 
It1 < T' 
+ fi (1 +ct*a2o~)~"4)df(E(X(12',b)4+E(X(14~,b)4+ElX~2~l4). 
j=I 
Furthermore, using (9) we obtain 
I (ld3+ IfI) a -3/2(s2/n)3’2 + fi (1 + ~t*a*0~)-“~ dt IfI < T’ j=l > 
Moreover, for Y, from the representation (see (16)) 
x(,4’=&(x(12)-Ex\*))+ Y, +Ex\z), 
we have 
E( y,, b)4 < #V,b, b)’ < $?(x$*‘, b)4, 
so that E(Xi4), !I)~ < cE(X \2’,b)4 and EIX12)14~RE(X12))3~2n1/384/3. 
Hence, 
-l/3 E(X\*,, b)4) ,-3/z 
(27) 
Combining (22), (24k(27), we obtain for 0 < 6 < l/9, 
Ij . If, < Tgn(Q f-’ dt 
<a C(@o.63-26P1+6n-(1+b,/2+c ngF ( y I l) s,(b)n-ll”). 
Now this relation, together with (19) and the obvious inequality 
implies the lemma. 
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LEMMA 6. Let XJk’, pk, k = 1, 5, j = 1, 2, . . . . be the same as in Lemma 3. 
Define S:, as in Lemma 1 and put Si = n-II2 C; Xj5’. Then for any 
6: 0 < 6 < l/9, 
A,= lP()S:,-a( <r)-P(ISi-aI <r)l 
~,(g)ag3-26B1+6n-(1+a)‘2+c fig,:I s,(a)np’/2, 
( > I 
where s 1 ( . ) is the same as in Lemma 5. 
Proof Let as above Pk(. ) = Pk(n1’2 . ). By (10) the distribution of SL 
may be written as ((P, + P,)/Z)“. Similarly, the distribution of S,” may be 
written as ((P, + P3)/2)“. Consequently, 
A2 = I((P, + BdP1” - ((P4 + ~3YY4(a))l 
++;)(;) I(P;l- Py) * P;-*(B,(a))1 
where x1 is the summation over all integers m such that Im - n/21 <n/4 
and x2 is the summation over the remaining m, 0 <WI <n. By the 
exponential inequality for the binomial distribution (see, e.g., [l l]), 
2-” x2(;) < 2 exp( -n/8). Hence Z2 G CK”~. Furthermore, 
(P;I - BT) * P;-“(B,(a)) 
= 
s 
(Pr; - F;)(B,(a -x))P;-“‘(dx) 
and, by Lemma 5, if I m - n/2/ < n/4, 
I(%-E%&(a-x))l 
= p n-1~2fXJ2)-a+x <r 
I (I 1 I 1 
-p 
(I 
n-1/ZfXj4)-a+x <r 
I I )I 
Note also that, since 
E( Xi2), a - x)” < c( E( Xc2) 1 , a)4 + E IX\2’(4 1~1~) 
< c(E(X’,2), a)” + fl”” n’” \x14), 
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we have sl(a- x) < c(s,(a) + fi 1x1’) and, by Lemma 3, 
I 
Hence, 
1,,<~(6)~,3-2S81+6.-(1+s)/z+, fIaFl 
( ) 
I s,(a) n-1’2. 
1 
The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 7. Let F,(u), I;,(u) be real continuous functions defined on 
[0, co) such that there exist continuous derioatiues F;(u), F;(u) on (0, co) 
and 
IF;(u)/ + IF;(u)1 Qcmax(1, u-1/2}. 
Define F3(u)=j;;F1(u-u) F,(v)du. Then for any ~20, 
F;(u) = F,(O) F,(u) + s’ F;(u - u) F,(u) du 
0 
and for u > 0, 
= F,(u) F2(0) + j’ F,(u- u) F;(u) du 
0 
F;‘(u)= F,(O) F;(u)+F;(u) FZ(0)+/UF;(u-u) F;(u)dv. 
0 
The proof of the lemma employs standard reasoning used in analysis and 
is omitted. 
- 
LEMMA 8. Let Yi be (0, a:) Gaussian real random variables i = 1,6, 
12a:2 ... 2 a:. Assume that Yi are independent and denote pm) = p,,,,(x, u) 
(resp. pm, = p,,(x,u)), x = (x1, . . . . x,) E R”, the density function 
CT ( Yi + xi)’ (resp. Cy ($ Yi + x~)~). Then for m = 4, 6, u > 0 
of 
Ipm,l Qcal-‘a;’ (28) 
a2p4) 
/-I 
ah, 6 
au2 <C(u-“2+a;1)aq1 ia,:‘, - 1 I I au2 
<cna;l (30) 
1 
(29) 
(31) 
where i, j, k =1,6 and S, + 6, + d3 < 3. 
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Proof: The density function p,(u) =pi(bi, xi, U) of (Y, + xi)* is equal to 
p,(u) = (27cu)-“* a;’ di(U), 
where 
1 
d;(U)=di(Ui, Xi, U)=- exp - 
(22’2 + Xi)2 
2 ( i 
(U ‘0 - xi)* 
2af I i 
+exp - 
I) 2a; ’ 
the density function of (fi Yi + xi)* is pi(u) = (rcu)-‘/*(2cri)-’ C&(U), where 
di(u) = di(Jj: ui, xi, u). D enote P,Ju) =p,Jx, U) (resp. DA(u)) the density 
function of Cic A ( Yi + xi)* (resp. xi. A (fi Yi + xi)‘). We have 
(32) 
Hence pU( U) 6 ca; l a,: l and 
i.e., (28) is true. Furthermore, by Lemma 5 in [ 123, for all u > 0, 
p&u) < c min{ (~;l+ a,:‘) u-l’*, o;l~,: ‘}. (33) 
From representation (32) it is easy to deduce that pV(u) is continuous 
at all ~20 on [0, co) and p$(u) exists and is continuous at all U> 0. 
Moreover, since 1x1 OL exp( -x2) < c(a), a > 0, we have for s 2 0 
ad,(m) 
I I 
- < co; ‘(s/u)“* d&4), 
au 
a’d,(su) I I - ax; < ca;Qqsu), I= 0, 3. 
(34) 
(35) 
Note also that pi(U) < &pi(u) and by induction it is easy to see that for 
any A c { 1, . . . . 6}, 
PA(S) G 2”‘*Lw, (36) 
where a is the number of elements in A. 
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If i<j we have by (34) 
(37) 
Furthermore, applying Lemma 7 to p12 and p+, we can write 
P&,(U) = P,,(O) PM(U) + j; P;Z(U - 0) PW(U) 4 u 2 0, 
and, by (33), (37) 
(38) 
Ip;~(u)~dc(~a~1+~~a~1a~2(u-u)~1”a;lu”’du) 
1 
4 
Gcna;‘; (39) 
1 
moreover, since ~~~(0) = 0, by Lemma 7 applied to p4)(u) and p&u) 
This proves the first inequality in (29). 
From (32) and (35) we have if i -c j 
By (33), (37), (41) it follows from (38) that if i = 3,4 
Ia2p jtx 7 4 aLial, <cairna;‘. 1 (42) 
Using the relation 
P&,(U) = p12(u) ~dV+j; ~12(v) p;du-u)d~ 
instead of (38), we get (42) if i= 1, 2. Differentiating (40) now we obtain, 
by (391, 1411, and (4% 
ek, 
I I axi au 
gca;‘fia,:‘. 
1 
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By Lemma 7 applied to p12, pX4 we also have 
p&‘,(u) = PAO) p;Au) + p;z(u) P&O) + ib” p;z(u - v) p&(v) dv. 
Together with (37) this implies the first inequality in (30). Applying 
Lemma 7 to p&, and p5.6 we deduce from (40) 
P:,(U) = P&,(o) P5,6t”) + ib” P:,(u- v) P5,6(v) dv. 
Using now (33), (39), and the first inequality in (30) we get 
x ; (u-v)-‘~2v s 
4 
-1’2dv+a;1a;‘na,1 
Finally for any different i, j, k we have 
piik(x,u)=(~71)-3/2a;la,~la~l,l/2 ’ 
If 
ld,(u(l-w)(l-v)) 
0 0 ((1-v)Vw)“2 
x dj(u( 1 - w)v) dk(uw) dv dw. 
Together with (35), (36) this implies (31). The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 9. Let fi(u) be a real continuous function on R such that 
f'(O)=0 and f;(u) exists everywhere except, possibly, at 0 and If;(u)1 <c. 
Let fi(u) be a continuously differentiable function such that f*(u) = 0 if 
IuI 2A. Then f(u)=l:, fi(u-v) fi(v)d v is a continuously differentiable 
function andf’(u)=I:, f;(u-v)fJv)dv. 
The proof is elementary and we omit it. 
LEMMA 10. 
- 
Let Yi, i= 1,6, p,, be the same as in Lemma 8. Let 5 be an - 
independent of Yi, i= 1, 6, real random variable with continuously differ- 
entiable density function f&u) such that f&u) = 0 if IuI 2 1. For a T>O 
denote Pm,(u) = b&x, u) the density function of CT ( Yi + xi)2 + (T-l, 
683/28/2-10 
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x = (X,) . ..) X,)E R”. Then p*)(u) is continuously differentiable, p6,(u) is 
twice continuously differentiable, and for m = 4, 6, 
(43) 
(44) 
(45) 
where i, j, k = 0, 6, + 6, + d3 < 3, and j,,,, is the density function of 
xy (Jr Yi+Xi)2+tT-1. 
Proof: We have obviously 
and the lemma follows easily from Lemmas 8 and 9. 
LEMMA 11. Let Z be an H-valued (0, W) Gaussian random variable with 
tr W< 2. Let 7: 2 zi > .. . denote the eigenvalues and e,, e2, . . . the 
corresponding eigenvectors of W. Let P, be the same as in Lemma 3, G be 
(0, V) Gaussian, and R = P, - G, where P,( . ) = P,(n ‘I’. ), G( . ) = G(n’l’ . ). 
Then for any r 2 0, b E H, 
6’= i P(IZ+x-61 <r)R(dx) 
= c f&l 
( >( 
fi+ i EI(X,, QI’ 
) 
n - 312 , 
1 is2 
where 6, =CFC5 (b, ei) ej, 6, =CzC7 (b, e,) ej. 
Proof: We will show that if 5 is a real random variable, independent of 
Z, with the continuously differentiable density function f,(u) such that 
ft(u)=O if IuI 2 1, then for any T>O, 
s,,= 1 P(IZ+ x-b12+5T-‘<r’)R(dx) 
<c fiq 
( >( 
/3+ i EJ(Xl,6J3 
> 
n-3~2 , 
1 j=2 
(46) 
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where c is an absolute constant. Letting T + co, we obtain the lemma since 
S’,-+ 6’ as T-t co. 
For any h E H define hi = (h, e,), I?, = C: h,ei, Z& = xt hiei, Z!, = C$ hie, - 
and put ii(A) = IZj + IXi - 6,/ ‘, i= 1, 3. Letting q6 denote the density 
function of 51(1)+<2(1)+rT-’ we can write 
Q=P(IZ+x-b(*+<T-‘<r*) 
where q,(A) = r* - t,(A). Now expand the function F,(1) = !‘7$‘, q6(u) du 
by Taylor’s formula up to the term of the third order. We have 
Q = Cz (j!)-’ Qj, where 
Q, = E j;;;, &(u) & 
and Sl,= Ci (j!)-’ i Q$(dx) = xi Z,. 
To estimate Zj, j = m3, we first observe that since P, = (P2 + P,)/2 and 
P5 = (Pq+ P3)/2 have the same first and second moments (see the 
paragraph preceding Lemma 3) and the same is true for P and G, we have 
>n,,2 kg xV’(dx) 
Gc(fi+EI(X,, g)13)c3’* (47) 
and, similarly, 
(g,x)(kx)Wx) ~c(~+EI(X,,g)13+EI(X~,h)13)n-“* 
(48) 
IXj12 R(dx) </W3’*, j=l,. 
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We also will need estimates of 
J, = J Iv& XII’ (P, + G)(dx), J2 = j lXlk (P, + G)(dx), 
where k 3 3 is an integer. We obviously have 
5 I(h,~)l~G(dx)=El(Y,h)~~6c(I/h,h)~’~ 
=c(E(X,, h)2)3’2<CEI(X,, h)13 
and (see (12)) 
I lxlk G(h) < c(k). 
To estimate integrals with respect to P, = (P, + P3)/2 we first observe that 
since P, <2P, 
i I@, XII3 P,(dx)<2EI(X,, h)13 
s JxJk P,(h) < 2/W- 31’2. 
It remains to estimate only integrals with respect to probability measure 
P, corresponding to 5{ Xl’) + Y, + (1 - tl) EXi2) (see (16)). Since Y, is 
(0, V2/2) Gaussian and P, < 2P, we have 
EI(Y,, h)13<c(E(Y,, h)2)3’2<c(E(X(1Z), h)y 
< c(E(X,, h)2)3’2 < cEl(X, , h)l 3 
and consequently 
s I( P,(~x)Gmw’,2’, h)13+EI(Y1,h)13) 
d 4(X,, h)13. 
Finally 
s IxI~P~(~x)~~(~)(EIX~~)~~+E~Y,I~) 
<c(k)(EIX$“lk + (El Yl12)k’2) 
< c(k) j?n’” ~ 3)‘2. 
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Thus, 
J, QcEI(X,, h)13 ne3’*, J2 6 c(k) /?np3’*. (49) 
From (12), (43), (44), and (49) it follows that 
II,lGc fin;’ (fl+EI(X,,63)\3)n-3’2 
( > 1 
(50) 
To estimate Z, we use Taylor’s expansion of 4 = kj6 and 4 = (a/&) q6 as a 
function of x1, . . . . x6: 
@(xl, --., x,5, u) = ij(o, . . . . 0, u) + i &a ij(h,, . . . . 8x6, u), 
i= 1 laxi 
0<8<1. 
Applying (43)-(45), (48), (49), we obtain 
(j3+EI(Xl,63)~3)n-3’2. (51) 
Consider now I,. Using Taylor’s expansions, represent q6(x1, . . . . x6, u) as 
where 
&dxl, *.*v x6, u, = 46(0, *.., O, x5v x6, u) + s,(u), (52) 
and 0 < 8, 8, < 1. Put Qll = -2E(Z3 - 63, x3) g6(0, . . . . 0, x5, x6, 113(o)), 
Q12 = -2E(Z, - 6 3,X3) S,(q,(O)). Denoting g4 the density function of 
c,(l)+<T-‘, we have 
46(0, ..., 0, X5, x6, u) =%(O, . . . . 0, 0 - 52(l)) 
and expanding q4(0, . . . . 0, v - r,(A)) as a function of A, we may write 
- 2 J1 (2, + 82, - 6,, x2) 2 (0, . . . . 0, v - 52(e)) de. 
0 
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Thus 
Q,, = -W-%-k3,~3) &,W4 . . . . 0, @)-t:,(l)) 
= -2-w, - 6,; 23) g,(o, . . . . 0, y/3(0) - r*(o)) 
+ 4 1’ E(Z, - 63, x,)lx,l* t$ (0, . . . . 0, q3(0) - t*(e)) 8 de 
0 
+45l E(Z,-6,, ah 
0 
x3)@, - 62,&J au(O, . . . . 0, v,(O) - 52(W) de 
= Qm + Qri2 + QH,. 
Denote Iu=j Q,J?(dx), i= 1, 2, IIrj=j QlvR(dx),j=v. All I,,, Zrrr, III2 
are estimated by applying (47k(49) and Lemma 10. We have 
lZIA, lZ1lll, l~I,2l ~c~;‘~;‘z~‘z~~(B+EI(X,, 63)13)n-3’2. 
To estrmate I,,, we observe that if Q(u) is g4(0, . . . . 0, U) or 
ww iha . . . . 0, U) then for any 8, OG8< 1, k=m, 
Mu - t2m = j !7(u - $1 PO) 4 (53) 
where r,,(e) = lZ,/$ + 8.1c2 - bk12 and p(s) = p(x5, x6, S) is its density 
function, b, E H. On the other hand, 
dx5?xsj +p(o, O,S)+ (54) 
where 0 < 8’ < 1, and exactly as in (41) we have for i = $6, 
(55) 
where p is the density function of Ifi Z, + 0X2 - b,12. 
Now let Zzl, Z,, be independent and distributed as ZJfi. Then from 
(53k(55), (43) we deduce 
E(z2-62,~:,)~(~-5~(8)) 
= E(Z,, - 6J2, x2) q(u - )zz2 +8x, - 6, + z,, I *) 
+ qzz2 -6~2, x2) ij(~ - jz,, + 8x, - 6, + .Z,,I*) 
= j” (Y - b/2, %I j- 4(u - s) P,(@ 0,s) ds J’z,,(dy) 
+ / (Y - b2/2, X2) s 4(u -s) ~~(0~0~ 3) ds p,,,(dy) + S,, (56) 
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where ~~(0, 0, S) is the density function of )Zz2 - 6, + y)*, p2(0,0, s) is the 
density function of IZ,, - 6, + yl 2, and 
I&I Gc(El@*, %)I + I(623 f*)l)(lxsl + I-4) T/y’; 2;‘. (57) 
Hence denoting r* - lz--6,12 by zr we have by (43), (48), (49) 
lZ1131=4 j’~~(z-6,,x,)E(Z,-h,,n2) 
0 
x g (zl - 5*(O)) Pz,(dz)R(dx) de 
1 
<4 If ffff (z - 63, -C)(Y - 62/T h)R(dx) 0 
1 
+4 Q Mi 
(z - 63, &KY - b/2, %)Ndx) 
ah 
x au (z, -s) PZUI 0, s) ds Ez&Q) Pz,(dz) de 
Thus 
+ j-’ E(Z, -63, X3) S,R(dx) dfl 
0 
<CT,’ fI t,:’ 
I 
(P’ i EI(X,J,)l’)n-l”. 
i=2 
(58) 
/I+ i E~(x,, 6,)13 nM3’*. 
1 
(59) 
j=2 
To estimate Z, we represent Q, in the form 
I 
m(1) 
=E h(u) & -T-I 
where g4 as above is the density function of r,( 1) + CT -I and 
~~(1) = Y’ - r,(A) - r,(O). Expanding F2(A) = J?$L1 q4(u) du by Taylor’s 
formula up to the term of the second order we have Q, = Ci Q,, where 
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Qoa = E j"","', q"du) 4 
QOI = -W& - 62, -G) 4z,MO)) 
ti?oz= 4) li~121~(42(e))-2(Z,+Rr;,-6,,5,)‘&4,(9,(H(~-B)dB. 
[ 
Thus we have I, = Ci I,,, Z,,, = J Q,R(dx). 
The term I,, is estimated by expanding q4(u) =q4(x1, . . . . x4, U) as a 
function of .x,, . . . . x4: 
where 0<6,< I. Applying (47)-(49) (45) we obtain 
IZ,l < cTq3pn-3’2. 
To estimate IO1 we use Taylor’s expansion of q4(x,, . . . . x4, U) as a function 
of x, ) . ..) x4 up to the terms of the second order and obtain similarly, using 
(47H49h (43), (4% 
Finally, to estimate IO2 we use Taylor’s expansions of g4 and @,/&4 as 
functions of x1, . . . . xq up to the terms of the first order and write 
Qo~ = 2: qo2ir where 
Qoz = -2 j’ E212 @do, .. . . 0, e(O) - t,(e))(l - 0) de 
Qox = 4 j1 E(Z, - 62, 
0 
~2)~ -& 44(o, -.., 0, do) - M@)(l - 4 de 
1 
Q =s[ 
023 -21x*12 E 
0 ( 
i xig (e,X,, ...9 01x4, r/2(8)) 
i= I 1 
+4q.z2+ex,-b,,.q 2x13 . . . . 02X4, VA@) 
+ W2U2 - 62, ~2)1~,12 + @1x214) L g',(o, . . . . 0, tj2(0)) 1 (I - 0) de, 
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0 G 8,, 0* < 1. Then Zoz = Cf Zozi, Zozi= s Q,,,R(dx). Applying (49) and 
Lemma 10, we obtain 
Furthermore using (53)-(55), (48), (49), and (43) we find 
IZ,,,I dcr;‘z;‘z,‘pn-3’2. 
It remains only to estimate ZOz2. To this aim we represent Z, as C: Zt, 
where Z&p j = 0 are independent and distributed as Z,/,,&. Then Qozz is 
a finite sum of terms 
4 j’ E(Z;i- 62/3, xz)(Zt - 62/3, 22) L g4 0, ...p 0, ~3(0) 
- z;k+ex2-62+ c z;,’ 
I) 
(l-6)dtI, 
rfk 
where k # i, k #j, i, j, k = 1,. Using (53t(55) and reasoning as in 
(56)-(58) we obtain 
Combinig the above estimates we find 
(B+EI(X,,6,)13)n-3’2. (60) 
Relations (50), (51), (59), and (60) imply (46). This proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 12. In the notation of the theorem and Lemmas 6 and 11, 
A,= IP(lSi-al <r)-P(lY-al <r) 
<c flo;’ 
( )C 
/I+ 2 (El(X,,~~)13+EI(X1,~~)13 n-“2, 
1 j=2 > 
where tij is a constructed according to W = V and tii according to W = V,. 
ProojI Without loss of generality we will assume that n>2. In the 
notation of Lemma 11 we may write 
n-1 
A3 = l(P; - Q7(4(a))l< C I,, 
m=O 
683128/2-l I 
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where 
I,= IPI; * Pm-’ * R(B,(a))l 
If m < (n - 1)/2 we will write Z, as 
I, = IN G”-“-‘(B,(a)-x- y)R(dx) BT(dy)l 
and observe that ~7’~~~’ is (0, ((n - m - 1)/n) V) Gaussian with the 
covariance operator having eigenvalues ((n - m - 1 )/n) 0: > c$/d. Applying 
Lemma 11, we obtain 
Pm- ‘(B,(a) - x - y)R(dx) 
But EI(X,,aj-y,)136c(EI(X,,ai)13+BI~13), j=2,3, and by Lemma3 
s IA3 eY44~c. Thus if m < (n - I )/2, 
n - 312 . (61) 
If m > (n - 1)/2 we write Z, as 
z, = P;I(B,(a)-x- y)R(dx) Gnpmp ‘(dy) . (62) 
We have 
where E, is the summation over all integers k such that jk -m/21 < 
m/4 and C, is the summation over all remaining k from G. By the 
exponential inequality for the binomial distribution (see, e.g., [ 111) 
2-” C, (9 < 2 exp( -m/8) and in our case exp( -m/8) < cne3’*. Hence 
z,,,k + cn ~ ‘12, (63) 
where 
zmk = Pt(B,(a)-x- y-z)R(dx) G”-‘+‘(dy) py-k(dz) . 
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Furthermore, P$ = Gk * iik, where Gk is (0, (k/2n) Vz) Gaussian and P, is 
the distribution of n - ‘I2 C’; ( tj( Xj’) - EAT”)) + EXj”). Thus 
Imk = 1 M 
G,(B,(a)-x-y-z-u)R(dx)G”-“-‘(dy)~~-k(dz)~k(d~) . 
Applying Lemma 11 we have by Lemma 2 and the remarks after it 
G,(B,(a) -x - y -z - u)R(dx) 
,-3/l, 
since k/n > (n - 1)/8n 3 l/16. But 
EI(~,,~~-y~-~~-~~)l3~c(EI(X1,~~)l3+~(Iyl3+~z~3+~~~3), 
j= 2, 3, and by Lemma 3 and the remark following it, 
M (l~13+1213+IU13)G”~m-‘(dy)P;1-~(dz)Bk(dU)~C. 
Thus 
b+ i El(X,,(5,‘)13 .-312 . 
j=2 
(64) 
Combining (61)-(64) we obtain the lemma. 
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